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The pioneering company behind OpenNebula

- **European** open source SME.
- HQ in **Madrid** (Spain), with offices in Brussels (BE), Brno (CZ) & USA.
- The only European open source **IaaS** solution, born in **2008**.
- A success story emerged from **EU** innovation programs.
- Chairing the Cloud/Edge WG of the **EU Cloud Alliance**.
What is OpenNebula?

A production-ready technology based on cutting-edge research & innovation

- Virtual Machines
- Application Containers
- Kubernetes Clusters

Virtual Infrastructure Management, Cloud Management Provisioning & Cloud Federation

- CORE DATA CENTER
- PUBLIC CLOUD
- EDGE

Bringing technological sovereignty to the Cloud-Edge Continuum
European Open Source for Europe’s Next-Gen Edge Cloud

Building a Sovereign Edge Cloud Stack for the Digital Decade

Technologies  Webinar
Contribute to build cloud & edge ecosystems around open platforms.

Bring high-impact use cases and applications to key industrial sectors.

Leverage Europe’s R&D, tech innovation, and investment capacities.

Open up new business cases and spaces for collaboration among competitors.
Thank you... and keep in touch!

innovation@opennebula.io